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school drama. These plays, written at the universities and presented at schools and colleges rather than for the general public, usually reflected some Greek and Roman influence, but they also used many medieval dramaturgical techniques. Best known ones are "Ralph Roister Doister" (late 1530s) and "Gammer Gurton's Needle" (late 1550s) became popular from early 1550s-1580. This drawing of the Swan Theatre is a copy of a sketch made by a Dutch visitor in 1596. It shows a platform stage, tiring house, yard, and galleries. http://www.uni-koeln.de/~ame02/globe1a.gif. Public, outdoor playhouses. Scenery technique used during the English Renaissance, characters would describe settings, indicating they were in a castle, forest, or bedroom. Heavens. Medieval theatre encompasses theatrical performance in the period between the fall of the Western Roman Empire in the 5th century and the beginning of the Renaissance in approximately the 15th century. Medieval theatre covers all drama produced in Europe over that thousand-year period and refers to a variety of genres, including liturgical drama, mystery plays, morality plays, farces and masques. Beginning with Hrosvitha of Gandersheim in the 10th century, Medieval drama was for the most part very The theatre of ancient Rome was a thriving and diverse art form, ranging from festival performances of street theatre, nude dancing, and acrobatics, to the staging of broadly appealing situation comedies, to the highstyle, verbally elaborate tragedies. C. Theatre took on many different forms in the West between the 15th and 19th centuries, including commedia dell'arte and melodrama. The general trend was away from the poetic drama of the Greeks and the Renaissance and toward a more naturalistic prose style of dialogue, especially following the Industrial Revolution. Theatre today, broadly defi